Cannon Middle School Style Guide

Sweatshirts, shirts, and hoodies should be JK-12 appropriate and can have a Cannon or college name and logo or a school-appropriate image, as long as there is no writing. No large logos are allowed.

All tops should cover the midriff and provide adequate coverage. Tops should be no more than 3” from the collar line.

Sleeveless blouses or dresses are permitted. No halter tops or spaghetti straps are permitted.

Shorts should have a 4-inch or longer inseam, provide adequate coverage, and be free of holes, rips, tears, or patches. No gym shorts or sweatshorts permitted.

Pants or jeans should be free of holes, rips, tears, or patches. No joggers, yoga pants, sweatpants, or windpants are permitted. Leggings are only permitted under appropriate-length shorts, skirts, and dresses.

Dress tops should be no more than 3” from the collar line. Dresses should be mid-thigh in length and provide adequate coverage. Strapless dresses are not permitted.

Skirts and dresses should be mid-thigh in length and provide adequate coverage, allow for freedom of movement, and be free of holes, rips, tears, or patches. No athletic style skirts permitted.
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The purpose of Cannon School’s Style Guide is to promote professionalism, respect, positive self-image, and to show school spirit. Students should come to school dressed for learning, looking professional, respectful, neat, and modest.

Additional guidelines:

- Hats and hoods may not be worn in the building.
- Shoes must be suitable for school, recess, and PE. No flip-flops, Crocs or athletic slides are permitted.

Cannon students who are not on behavior probation may participate in self expression days, occurring on the second and fourth Wednesday of each month.

On self expression days, leggings, joggers, sweatpants, athletic shorts and skirts are permitted, as long as they provide adequate coverage and follow the length requirement on the style guide image. T-shirts with JK-12 appropriate writing are allowed.

Consequences for not following the dress code will follow this discipline pathway:

First offense: *verbal warning*
Second offense: *email sent home*
Third offense: *lunch reflection*
Fourth offense: *after-school detention, daily check-in with dean for two weeks*
Fifth offense: *loss of dress-down days, after-school detention with parent meeting*
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